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Renaissance

Invention of Printing by
Johannes Gutenberg (Mainz),
ca. 1450:

typesetting with movable type,
printing press, paper.
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Most important astronomer of the 15th century

Johannes Müller of Königsberg
(Bavaria), or Regiomontanus
(1436-1476)
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Biography of Regiomontanus (1436-1476)

1448: Entered University of Leipzig.
1460: Met cardinal Bessarion (from Trebizond), travelled with him
to Italy.
1463: completed Epitome of the Almagest (of Ptolemy) [printed
1492].
ca. 1461: made observations of eclipses, etc. which diverged from
the predictions by e.g. the Alfonsine tables.
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Quotation from Regiomontanus (1464)

“I cannot [but] wonder at the indolence of common astronomers of
our age, who, just as credulous women, receive as something divine
and immutable whatever they come upon in books, either of tables
of their instructions, for they believe in writers and make no effort
to find the truth.”

Regiomontanus wanted to restore and “update” Ptolemaic
astronomy in order to predict astronomical phenomena accurately.

1471: he founded printing press in Nürnberg, producing
mathematical and astronomical works with great accuracy.
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Product of Regiomontanus’ Press (1472)

Novae Theoricae Planetarum, Georg von Peuerbach (1423-1461)
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Example of Regiomontanus’ own predictions

solar and lunar
eclipses, 1489, 1490
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Nicolas Copernicus (1473-1543): biography

1473 Torun (Poland) - 1543 Frauenburg = Frombork (now in
Poland, near coast and Russian border)

Studied at the University of Krakow.
Worked in service of the Catholic Church until his death.

1496, 1501: trips to Italy, study of law, medicine, ancient Greek.

ca. 1510: established at Frombork
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Works on the new (heliocentric) system

1510: Commentariolus - basic explanation with numbers but
without computations, unpublished, only for friends.
1540: Narratio Prima, by Georg Joachim (Rheticus) (1514
Feldkirch, Austria - 1574 Kosice, Slowakia), who worked at the
protestant university of Wittenberg.
1543: Main work: De Revolutionibus orbium celestium (On the
revolutions of the heavenly orbs) in six “books”;
ca. 400 copies printed under supervision of Rheticus and Andreas
Osiander in Nürnberg, Germany.
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The face of Copernicus

Skull identified in Frombork Cathedral in 2008 (DNA matching
with hairs in a book owned by Copernicus,now in the Library of the
University of Uppsala)
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Copernicus’ new system

Figure from De Revolutionibus (1543)
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Copernicus’ new system: Main Points

Earth rotates around its axis, and around the sun.
Planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn) rotate around the
sun.
Only circular motions with uniform speed are possible (or
combinations of such motions).
Stars are ”fixed”.

[Planets move in solid crystalline spheres (orbes) around the sun.
The spheres consist of invisible celestial substance.]
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Comparison with system of Ptolemy
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Arguments pro and contra? Suppose you live in 1543

This means that you have no telescope.

Try to find two arguments
in favour of Copernicus
against Ptolemy

Try to find two arguments
against Copernicus
in favour of Ptolemy
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Arguments pro and contra? Suppose you live in 1543

In favour of Copernicus:

* theory is simpler, more
uniform
* explains why superior planets
are brightest when in
opposition with the sun

Against Copernicus:
* fixed stars should have a
parallax due to rotation of
earth around the sun, but sucn
a parallax is not found by
observation (hence the fixed
stars must be at absurd
distances from the sun).

* contradictions with
Aristotle’s philosophy, (literal
interpretation of) the Bible,
and (naive) experience of earth
at rest
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Copernicus’ system and Aristotelian philosophy: Conflicts

I Earth is no longer the “center of the universe”

I Much useless space between the (crystalline) spheres
containing the planets, and even more between these spheres
and the fixed stars.
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Dirty Detail 1

The earth moves in a circle about a center C which is close to (but
not equal to) the center of the sun,

So the center of the universe is not the sun but this fictitious point
C close to it.
The sun is a lamp near that point C (isn’t that nice?).
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Dirty Detail 2

Because Copernicus believed that many observations by previous
astronomers were correct, he concluded that the eccentricity of the
earth (equivalent to the eccentricity of the sun in Ptolemy’s
system) has a slow variation.

Hence, for the motion of the earth, another small circle is
necessary with a period of 3434 years. So the earth moves on a
small circle with center P, which point P moves on a big circle
with center C , which is a point in space close to the sun.
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Dirty Detail 3-1
Copernicus assumed that the axis of the earth performs a small
libration

[in addition to the extra circular motion necessary to keep the axis
in place - remember that the earth is contained in a huge
crystalline sphere around the sun]
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Dirty Detail 3-2

The libration is necesssary in order to explain the variable obliquity
of the ecliptic, and the (alleged) variability of the precession of the
equinoxes,

He does not make explicit how this libration can be produced by
means of combination of uniform circular motions.
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Dirty Detail 4

The latitude theory of the planets is very complicated and involves
the motion of the earth,

[because the point of reference is not the sun but the center of the
earth’s orbit]

Etc.
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Example of computation and table

This is why De Revolutionibus was widely read! [see O. Gingerich]
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Some of Copernicus’ motivatons

To get rid of Ptolemy’s equant points etc. In other words: to
explain the motions on the basis of uniform circular motions only.

This is done by combinations of small epicycles, which can produce
rectilinear sinusoidal motion.

Is there an Islamic influence on Copernicus? Although this is a
popular topic in the History of Science, Jan doesn’t know.
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Willy Hartner’s lettering argument for an Islamic influence
on Copernicus

Copernicus Tusi (13th c. Iran)

but Jan doesn’t know.
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Osiander’s preface

Andreas Osiander, who oversaw the printing of De Revolutionibus,
added an anonymous preface “concerning the hypothesis of this
work”

“For it is the duty of an astronomer to compose the history of the
celestial motions through careful and expert study. Then he must
conceive and devise the causes of these motions or hypotheses
about them. Since he cannot in any way attain to the true causes,
he will adopt whatever suppositions enable the motions to be
computed correctly . . . For these hypotheses need not be true nor
even probable.”

(What is your opinion?)
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Opponents of the new system

Too many to be mentioned.

Famous example: Martin Luther, Wittenberg, 1539

“Der Narr will mir die ganze Kunst Astronomia umkehren! Aber
wie die Heilige Schrift zeigt, liess Josua die Sonne stillstehen und
nicht die Erde!”
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Joshua 10:12-13

12 On the day the LORD gave the Amorites over to Israel, Joshua
said to the LORD in the presence of Israel: Sun, stand still over
Gibeon, and you, moon, over the Valley of Aijalon.
13 So the sun stood still, and the moon stopped, till the nation
avenged itself on[a] its enemies, as it is written in the Book of
Jashar. The sun stopped in the middle of the sky and delayed
going down about a full day.
14 There has never been a day like it before or since, a day when
the LORD listened to a human being. Surely the LORD was
fighting for Israel!
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Supporters of the new system of Copernicus before 1610

Giordano Bruno
(1548-1600)
Johannes Kepler
(1571-1630)
Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642)
also Simon Stevin
(1548-1620)
The solar system according to Simon Stevin, in Wiskonstighe
Ghedachtenissen, Leiden 1608
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Supporters of the new system of Copernicus

Simon Stevin, Hemelloop: Book 3 “Derde bovck des hemelloops.
Van de Vinding der Dvvaelderloopen, deur wisconstighe vvercking
ghegront op de wesentlicke stelling des roerenden Eertcloots.”

Stevin says that the two systems (Ptolemaic and Copernican)
produce the same results . . .
(p. 248) “alleenlijk daerin verschillende, dat t’ghene mette stelling
eens vasten (Eertcloots) voor vreemt en met verwondering
anghesien wordt, deur d’ander (roerenden Eertcloots) sonder
wonder is, als ghegront op ’t gene wesentlick inde natuer bestaet.”
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Arguments for the new system or against
Aristotle/Ptolemy

* 1572: Supernova (‘new star’)
* 1577: Tycho Brahe showed that the parallax of a comet is less
than 1/6 of the lunar parallax. Hence the comet does not belong
to the atmosphere of the earth.
* 1619, Kepler’s Harmonices Mundi: in the Copernican system, the
planets satisfy “Kepler’s third law” (squares of periods are in ratio
of cubes of distances to the earth) and more.
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Arguments against Aristotle/Ptolemy by Galileo

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), observations by telescope (1610-1611)
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Arguments against Aristotle/Ptolemy by Galileo

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), observations by telescope (1610-1611)

Mountains on the moon, phases of Venus, and moons of Jupiter.
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Catholic church

1616 Copernicus’ original work put on the index; corrections were
prescribed. Galileo was informed by a high catholic official that the
doctrine of the motion of the earth is a mathematical hypothesis,
that must not be taught as the truth.
1632 Galileo: “Dialogue on the two world systems” - system of the
church is formally right but everyone could see what Galilei really
meant.
1635 Galileo had to abjure the heliocentric doctrine.
[ban on his Dialogue was lifted only in 1822; ban on uncorrected
De revolutionibus lifted in 1758]
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Acceptance of the Copernican system

The Copernican system was not universally accepted until well
after 1700, in combination with Newton’s theory of gravitation.

Whether there was a “(Copernican) revolution”, and when this
revolution took place (Copernicus? or Kepler? or later?) is a
matter of debate among historians and philosophers of science.

Note that the contribution of Kepler would also require another
two-hours lecture to be explained!
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Literature

Pannekoek, English version, Ch. 18, Copernicus, p. 188-198; Ch.
22, The struggle over the world system, p. 222-234.

Supplementary reading:

Various articles by Willy Hartner in Y. Maeyama, ed.,
Oriens-Occidens II, Hildesheim 1983
N. M. Swerdlow and O. Neugebauer, Mathematical astronomy in
Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus, New York: Springer, 1993.

Exam question; Explain why it took so long for the new
heliocentric system to be generally accepted. Give some details,
and discuss at least five factors.
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